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Motivation and Context 
 
Tax Salience: Tax policy a is more salient than tax policy b if calculating the 
gross-of-tax price under policy-a requires less computation than calculating 
gross-of-tax price under policy-b. 
 
Basic tax results relevant for this analysis: 
• Incidence of a tax does not depend on whether tax is levied on consumer (e.g. 

added at point of sale) or levied on firm (e.g. posted price is inclusive of the 
tax) 

• Behavior should respond to prices after tax  
• Behavioral response should be identical to prices and taxes  
• (Optimal tax result-Ramsey Rule-inverse elasticity rule) Tax more heavily 

goods that have a lower elasticity 
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Bounded rationality: 
Agents face a cost of processing information. They therefore (rationally) use 
heuristics to solve complex problems. 
 
  
These papers show that if there are costs of processing information, then the 
salience of the tax can lead to the following results: 
• Salience of the tax can affect measured elasticities: 

o If you are not aware that the tax changes, does your behavior respond? 
o If the costs of processing information are large, then you do not adjust in 

the same way  
• Optimal tax result:  Higher taxes being levied on the less visible or salient 

taxes (=lower elasticity) 
• Political economy result: preference to raise less salient taxes 
• Tax incidence: neutrality no longer holds 
• Deadweight loss: taxes with small utility losses if ignored by individuals can 

still create large DWL overall. Ultimately, they still pay the tax and the DWL 
effects depend on HOW they adjust other spending and what the other 
spending is.   
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Connections to other literatures: 
 
• I/O: There is empirical evidence on the differential responsiveness to 

different components of prices, costs, etc. Examples include: cost of 
appliance and energy costs, car purchases and manufacturer rebates. 

• Taxes and the size of the government: the less visible the tax  tendency to 
have a larger government.  

o [To my surprise, this was a point made by the 2005 President’s Advisory 
Panel on Federal Tax Reform in a concern to recommend a VAT (which 
was perceived as being less salient than an income tax)] 

• Liebman and Zeckhauser “Schmeduling”: labor supply responds more to 
average tax rates than marginal tax rates  
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These papers illustrate the kind of work being done by the best young people in 
empirical public finance 
 
-- a move away from the pure “policy evaluation” of the identification-
emphasized, reduced form (difference-in-difference, regression discontinuity) 
literature 
-- instead use those methods to reveal something about behavior, theory 
 
Much more connected to economics and economic theory. 
 
 
Also part of emerging area of “behavioral public finance” 
-- Individual faces cognitive constraints in achieving true optimum when faces 
with a complex tax system
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Chetty et al “Salience and Taxation: Theory and Evidence” 
 
What they test: whether a commodity tax has a larger effect on demand if it is 
included in the posted price (rather than added at point of sale). 
 
Idea: tax included posted price is “more salient” 
 
Examples of taxes that are included in price or not: 
Included in price      Not included in price 
Excise tax (gas, cigarette, alcohol)  income tax 
Airline tax        sales tax 
 
Their empirical evidence: 
 
(1) Experiment in grocery store; augmenting posted price to advertise tax 
inclusive price 
 
(2) Analysis of behavioral response of alcohol consumption to variation in excise 
and sales taxes 
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Organizing framework for paper: 
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2 goods: x and y 
p=price of x (y is numeraire) 
x is subject to ad valorem tax so inclusive of tax price is (1 )s s

tt p p t= +  
 
Economy consists of θ  consumers who maximize subject to the gross of tax price 

tp  and 1 θ−  who maximize subject to the pre-tax price of p  
 
This results in aggregate demand for x (after approximation and logs) of: 

 
ˆlog ( , , ) log log(1 )sx p t p tθ α β θβ= + + +   

 
Goal is to estimate θ, the fraction who take the sales tax into account. Under 
canonical neoclassical model, θ=1 and the elasticity of response to p and t is 
identical. 
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Empirical evidence 1: Grocery store experiment 
 

 
 

Alter posted prices for 3 full categories of taxable items in grocery store in No. 
California over 3 week period. 
 
Sales tax is 7.375% 
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• Note: they chose categories that were relative high price (so sales taxes were 

nontrivial), high elasticity (so demand response would be detectable) 
• Cosmetics, hair care accessories, deodorants 
• All items in category were treated 
• Data comes from “scanner” data sets, which is used at lot in IO and records all 

transactions in the store. 
• Data: (1) spans period before and after intervention, (2) covers two stores chosen 

as control stores, and (3) covers treated categories and control categories 
(toothpaste, skin care and shaving products) 

 
Triple difference estimation: 
 Treatment store Control Stores 
 Before During Diff Before During Diff 
Treated 
products 

10
Ty  11

Ty  1
TΔ  10

Cy  11
Cy  1

CΔ  

Control 
products 

00
Ty  01

Ty  0
TΔ  00

Cy  01
Cy  0

CΔ  

 Diff-diff for T store 1 0
T TΔ −Δ  Diff-diff for C store 1 0

C CΔ −Δ  
 Difference-in-difference-in-difference=  1 0 1 0( ) ( )T T C CΔ −Δ − Δ −Δ  
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Why triple difference? 
What does it capture? 
 
-- trends in treated category 
-- trends in store 
-- over time trends 
 
Identifying assumption: no specific shock to treated category in treated store. 
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Back to framework model: what does this experiment capture? 
 
In “control” world, we have the following aggregate demand: 

ˆlog ( , , ) log log(1 )sx p t p tθ α β θβ= + + +  
 
In the “treated” world, everyone knows post-tax price costlessly so θ=1: 

ˆlog ( , ,1) log log(1 )sx p t p tα β β= + + +  
 

So the change in log of x with the treatment is: 
 (1 ) log(1 )stθ β− + , where β is the price elasticity of demand. 
 
If everyone responds to post-tax prices, then the effect of the experiment should 
be zero. If everyone responds to pre-tax prices (“posted prices”) then the 
response should be equivalent to the behavioral response of an increase in price 
of t. 
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Little change for the 
control store (good). 
So DDD≅DD 
 
Using an elasticity of 
1.59 (estimated in 
separate regression) 
you get an estimate of 
ˆ 0.35θ =  
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Conditional DDD 
 
Note: to calculate a triple difference you need to control for 
 Main effects: store, category, time 

2-way interactions: storeXcategory, storeXtime, categoryXtime  
3-way interaction: store X category X time (treatment effect) 

 
Controls: price, time  
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Estimated elasticity from this model: well identified?  
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Empirical Evidence 2: State excise taxes on alcohol 
 
Alcohol is subject to two state taxes:  
 Excise tax (imposed on wholesale price, fixed volume tax) 
 Sales tax (added at register) 
 
Idea is to use variation across states and over time (in typical state- panel 
identification model) to see if consumers respond differentially to the more 
salient (excise) and less salient (sales) taxes. 
 
Back to basic model  

ˆlog ( , , ) log log(1 )E S E sx t t t tθ α β θβ= + + +  
 
β = elasticity on excise tax related price changes 
θβ = elasticity on sales tax related price changes 
 

Model is estimated in changes (since autocorrelated taxes), state j, period t 
0ˆlog log(1 ) log(1 )E S

jt jt jt jt jtx t t Xα β θβ ρ εΔ = + Δ + + Δ + + +
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Data: 1970-2003 
  
Excise taxes are higher (6.4%) than sales taxes (4.3%). They are also more 
variable, but also change in nominal terms less frequently. 
 
Not a super great identification strategy—lot’s of trending in both RHS and LHS 
variables. Secular year fixed effects included but no state specific time trends. 
Little attention to exogeneity of tax changes. 
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Much larger response to more salient tax. 
ˆ 0.06θ =  
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Bottom line: 
 
Both approaches show that there is a larger response under salience. 
They conducted a small survey (at same grocery store) showing that this is not 
due to people simply not knowing about the sales tax (either what it applies to or 
how large it is). 
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Finkelstein “E-ZTax: Tax Salience and Tax Rates” 
 
• The setting is the introduction of electronic toll collections on U.S. roads, 

tunnels, and bridges. 
• She collects data on tolls, traffic, and the timing of introduction of toll 

collections in 123 of the 183 sites with tolls in place in 1985. 
• She examines how the introduction of ETC affects 

o Tolls (analogy to size of government, or tax rates) 
o Elasticity of road use to toll price 

• Evidence is compelling that tax rates rise when less salient tax is created 
(tolls rise with ETC introduction) 

• Idea: once you use electronic payment you no longer pay attention to the toll 
amount. 
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Government Objective Function (max SWF of indi utils [j] by choosing taxes) 
 

max ( ) (1 ) ( )j j j j
j
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Leads to the inverse elasticity rule: 
 
the tax rate on group j is decreasing in the 
demand elasticity, the MU of income (λ) and 
the social welfare weight  
 
 

Prediction of the model for electronic toll introduction: 
-- with electronic toll, the tax is less salient  
-- therefore a change in the tax (toll) will lead to smaller changes in behavior 
(driving); elasticity falls 
-- this will lead to an increase in the toll  
 
This analysis is predicated on the assumption that income effects of this change 
are small (which makes sense since tolls are small share of individual spending 
and government revenue) 
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Survey Evidence 
 
What is the role of this? 
[Her own survey of Mass Pike drivers; also a commuter survey in NY/NJ] 
Shows that those using ETC are: 
• Less likely to know amount of toll they pay (could this just be higher income 

folks are more likely to have ETC and are not paying attention?) 
 
 
 
 
 
Adoption of ETC 
Across states
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Basic Model  
 

1 2ETCAdopt ETCit t it it ity γ β β ε= + + +  
 
where ETC=1 if electronic in place in year t 
  ETCAdopt=1 if adopted this year 
  Year controls  
 
 
y = log(minimum toll)y = Δ     
 
minimum toll: when ETC implemented sometimes there is a discount offered in 
the early years. To get around endogeneity of this, her preferred sample excludes 
the areas where the discount is used. 
 
Since the model is in differences, then the gammas capture average growth rates 
by year, and the betas capture deviations from those growth rates. 
 
Why identify an impact of the year of adoption?  (why include ETCAdopt) 
Source of identification in the model? 
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ETCAdopt is used to capture the initial impact of the introduction, maybe with a 
discount 
 
The identification is a simple DD model, comparing changes across areas with 
and without ETC.  
 
Identifying assumption: 
 ETC are not endogenous (places with ETC implemented are on same trend 
line and placed w/o ETC). ETC implementation is not correlated with changes in 
toll setting relative to its norm. 
 
Details in estimation: 
-- weighting: she weights 49 operating authority equally. Why does that make 
sense? Why not weight by usage? 
-- she clusters on state (why?)
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Installing ETC 
leads to 75% 
more increase 
in tolls (1.5/2.0) 
compared to 
average 
increase of 2%. 
 
IV: instrument 
with ETC 
penetration with 
dummy for 
ETC 
introduction. 

 
Overall, diffusion of ETC to steady state (60%) leads to an increase of 20-40 
percent increase in rates. 
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Examine timing of ETC using “event study” 
 Look for pre-trend to be flat (note text around balanced panel) 
 Examine how treatment effects change (increase) with time since treatment 
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Impacts on traffic: 
1 2

3

log( ) log(min ) log(min )* _
log(min )* _

_ _

t it it

it

it

traffic toll toll Never ETC
toll ETC penetration

Never ETC ETC penetration

γ β β
β

ε

Δ = + Δ + Δ +

Δ +

+ +

 

 
I think we know that the price elasticity of demand for gas (and driving?) has 
decreased over time. I think that means we want to control for mintoll*time in 
the regression (?) 
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Base 
elasticity= 
-0.06 
 
Larger if 
never ETC= 
-0.061-0.071 
 
Smaller if 
ETC 
(makes sense 
since less 
salient) 
 
 
 
 

Overall, though, really small elasticities. 
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Political Economy 
 
-- baseline assumption is that legislators do not want to increase taxes in election 
years. 
-- if less salient taxes do not change behavior (people are less aware of the tax 
changes) then there should be less of an election year effect with the less salient 
tax 
 

1 2 3

4 5

ETCAdopt ETC 1( )
1( )*ETCAdopt 1( )*ETC

it t it it st

st it st it

y ElecYear
ElecYear ElecYear
γ β β β

β β ε
= + + + +

+ +
 

 
Expect: 
 β3=negative (fewer toll increases in election years) 
 β5=positive (less negative due to less salient) 
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Indeed, under ETC there is less of an election year effect.  Less sensitive to 
electoral business cycle. 


